SMART Retail

SMART Retail is the system that not only manages your points of sale, but also extends your control of the business to cover a fully integrated supply chain process; including sales, cashiers, procurement and purchases, inventory, stock balance and control, financials, management of distributed stores and warehouses, personnel and payroll ...etc. providing visibility across the business and helping to simplify compliance

SMART Retail offers you:

* Sales Items definition and Unique Coding, Integra-table with barcode readers.
* Simple & Dynamic POS automation using minimum H/W requirements.
* Stock Control including purchasing, warehousing, Inspection and Inventory.
* Integrated Accounting module to monitor sales and purchases with useful financial reports.
* Integration with multiple finger prints & Centralized Employees’ timesheet generation.
* Payroll calculation (on hourly rate and/or fixed rate basis) integrated with attendance module.

On-site or Online ?!
ITQAN helps you deploy the Smart Solution on-site on your servers, or host it online on ITQAN’s cloud to get the benefits of your solution with reduced initial investment.

Move Smartly to the future